
Illex Yammy Fish 3" 7,1cm NED Softbait 
Worm Green Pumpkin Chart

Illex

Product number: IL-69747

The YAMMYFISH redefines the idea of a classic 
Worm Soft Jerkbait Minnow Bait.

Weight: 0.0044 kg
9,95 €
8,99 € * 8,99 €

Discover the Illex Yammy Fish - A masterpiece among rubber 
worms for passionate anglers

The ultimate lure for perch and zander: Illex Yammy Fish soft lure

The Illex Yammy Fish brings new impetus to the world of soft jerkbait minnow baits. With a length of 7.1 
cm and a weight of 4.4 g, this rubber worm has been specially developed for demanding perch and zander 
fishing.

Versatile fishing techniques with the Illex Yammy Fish:

Linear: for smooth, direct guidance of the bait, ideal for reactive fish.
Weightless: Perfect for imitating a natural swimming movement in medium to deep water.
Drop Shot: Enables precise fishing at certain depths, ideal for cautious fish.
Jig Head: Ideal for targeting bottom structure, especially in deeper waters.
Texas Rig: Effective for fishing in dense vegetation or obstacles, as the hook is concealed.
Wacky Rig: Provides an unusual, seductive action of the lure as it sinks.
Ned Rig: A subtle technique that is particularly effective with passive fish.

High quality and impressive attention to detail

Every Illex Yammy Fish rubber worm is a small work of art. Richly detailed with eyes, gills, scales and 



lateral line, it presents itself as a lifelike replica that magically attracts fish. Its high density, complete salting 
and flavouring promise excellent performance when fishing.

Long casting and precision

Thanks to its dense and robust nature, the Illex Yammy Fish enables long and precise casts. It is ideal for 
fishing structures, bumpy banks and pontoons. In combination with our Magic Tungsten Ned Jig Head, it 
proves to be an effective lure for perch and zander.

Recommended application and hook sizes

For optimum results, we recommend the 3" model for perch and zander, mounted on a Ned rig. Suitable 
hook sizes for Texas rigs are Wide Gape Texas Finesse #1 to #1/0.

Target species

In addition to perch and zander, the Illex Yammy Fish is also extremely effective when fishing for pike, 
black bass and sea bass. Its sinking behaviour makes it the ideal lure for different water depths and fishing 
methods.

The Illex Yammy Fish 3" 7.1cm NED rubber worm is an essential piece of equipment for any serious bank 
and boat perch angler. Its flexibility, lifelike design and high catch rate make it a top lure in any fishing 
situation.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Ned-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Offset-Hooks/Illex-Finesse-Hooks-Wide-Gape-Texas.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

